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Hello & Welcome.

We are Avalanche Web Design

Based in Kerry, we design beautiful websites & eCommerce solutions for businesses all over the world.




Discover More






















Our work speaks for itself.

Our Portfolio

Avalanche specialise at web design Kerry, in Cork, Limerick, Dublin & all over Ireland.




View our portfolio






















Ready to take on the world?

Contact Us

Contact Avalanche today to discuss how we can help you with your web design.




Get in touch





































Welcome to Avalanche, we do web design & eCommerce differently..



We don't just follow the web design trends. Avalanche are the people who set them.






Based in the Kingdom of Kerry, we are a digital solutions firm that builds websites & eCommerce solutions for businesses & individuals in Ireland & all over the world. We love what we do & invite you to view our portfolio & learn some more about us.





	Over 561 5 star reviews.
	A decade + of industry experience.
	Over 900 websites completed.



Since 
2012







Discover More






















World Class Web Design in Kerry

Our website design ranks among the best in the world & you can be guaranteed your site makes a big impression.













Full Scale eCommerce Solutions

We provide beautiful & secure platforms that allow our clients to easily sell products & services online.













Mobile First 
Design without compromise

All of work is designed to be beautiful on every device it is viewed on. All our work is 100% responsive.













Highly Targeted Search Engine Optimisation

A website is wasted unless the right people see it. Our SEO strategies ensure your site is seen.

















Avalanche don't follow trends, Kerry is where we set web design standards..
















Web Design to get 
excited about!


Read More


















Why Work with Avalanche?



Avalanche provides a host of online services to businesses & influencers in Ireland & around the world including web design in Kerry, Cork, Limerick and pretty much all over Ireland, eCommerce solutions, SEO, graphic design, social media marketing, video production & more. We capture our client's unique personalities in their website as it is so important to stand out in today's saturated online world.



Avalanche is much more than a service provider, we provide high end technical support to all our clients & become their digital partners to ensure that they are successful online. We would love to hear from you and help in any way we can.









	

 Based in the Kingdom of Kerry, we love what we do.





We consider it a privilege to be able to help someone with their business and love helping someone realise their dreams. That is why we walk our clients through every single step of the process.







	

 Our proven website design track record.





Avalanche enjoy a full five-star rating from over 560 online reviews along with over 104 award nominations. You can rest easy knowing that Avalanche is one of Ireland's premier website design agencies.







	

 We help lots of charities in Kerry.




At Avalanche, we are always helping out charities & local clubs as much as we can and encourage everyone to do the same, it is incredibly rewarding to be able to give back to our communities through our technology.
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Kid with a dream
























We want to change the world through technology.








Web design Kerry, Cork, Limerick, Dublin & all of Ireland!

One website at a time at Avalanche!













You specialise in Web Design Kerry & eCommerce solutions, Where did the name Avalanche come from?



At Avalanche we specialise in unique web design for innovative people. The name Avalanche was chosen directly from his favourite video game when Aidan was 7, Final Fantasy VII. In the Playstation classic, Avalanche is a group that aims to change the world & we thought it was the perfect name for what we want to do! We are always looking for new projects that excite us & help us to make a real difference to people & help them reach their goals.


















Companies Avalanche work with

We have designed wesites for all of these prestigious companies. Please visit our portfolio to learn more.




















































































































































































































“

Engaged Avalanche to re-design and improve the existing web-site. Aidan was a pleasure to deal with from the outset, professional, courteous, offered suggestions on improvements that could be made. We are delighted with the end result. A brighter, more user friendly, informative website. Couldn't recommend Avalanche enough.


Lorraine Mulvihill, Kerry Co-Operative Creameries.









“

We've been working with Avalanche since earlier this year and I can't recommend them highly enough. The team are engaging, prompt and solutions based to say the very least. They've worked on figuring out tricky alternatives and have been such a support when we've needed it with our own site. We look forward to working with Avalanche in the future.


Rachel Breen, Lesson Plans.









“

I can't recommend Avalanche Designs highly enough. Aidan redesigned my website for me in 2023 and the process was seamless from start to end. Redesigning a website can be a lot of work but everything was all taken care of by Aidan and his team. I am absolutely delighted that I choose to work with Avalanche.


Breda Daly, LOVESTORY.









“

Aidan and the team did a stellar job on the build of the Prism Sport + Entertainment website, his team were flexible and more importantly aligned to our vision and how we wanted to show up online. We look forward to an ongoing relationship with Avalanche on how we can optimise our presence further. Avalanche are A+ players and I could not recommend them highly enough. 


Shane O'Sullivan, Prism.









“

Happy to highly recommend Avalanche. Aidan has a wealth of web design and SEO expertise that he brings to projects. He is quick to respond to clients and has a great 'can do' attitude. Really enjoyed working with him and we are about to embark on our second project together! 


Gill O' Halloran, Engine Hubs.









“

Started working with Aidan a few weeks back. We could not fault his work, attention to detail and the nothing is a problem attitude helped us achieve a fantastic looking website. Would highly recommend Avalanche Designs if you are looking to get your website done.


Paul Fitzgerald, Stone & Construction.









“

e came to Aidan at Avalanche for help as we were having problems with our previous company in getting our e-commerce website's functionality and visuals right. He and his team have been very efficient in addressing the many problems they encountered and he has been dealing with all issues very professionally while being available even outside working hours with fast and helpful replies.


Ben McCarthy, Names of Hibernia.









“

Amazing Blooms Florists have recently started working with Aidan at Avalanche Designs and we are more than satisfied with his work, his response time to any issues we've had is very prompt and efficient, we look forward to working with him in the future. We 100% recommend.


Mike Bowler, Amazing Blooms.









“

The best in the business. Aidan & the Avalanche team know everything there is to know about web design & digital marketing. I would 100% recommend them, they've done excellent work on my websites and really got them humming.


Sean Treacy, Hunter Treacy Tailors.









“

Avalanche completed a new website design project for us in 2020. This was our first attempt at designing a website for our business and they made the process simple & seamless for us.


Donna Hartnett, Foley's Townhouse.









“

Our new website has greatly surpassed our expectations and we are already generating new business from it. We cannot recommend Avalanche highly enough to anyone who needs a site.


Brendan Slevin, CEO, Slevin Engineering.









“

Avalanche provide quality website design in an efficient manner. Their commitment to excellence in delivering a superior website in a speedy fashion is most impressive. Highly recommended.


Luke Quinn, Kerry GAA.









“

Avalanche has recently worked with us taking care of all technical activities related to the refresh of our website, showing great understanding of our needs, leading to an outstanding result.


Gino Ravaioli, DCC Forum.









“

From the beginning Avalanche are very professional, from fast responses & efficiency throughout the project they are fantastic. They got the vibe right away & made us a website that we are really happy with.


Josie Sugrue, Belief Gym.









“

Avalanche is an excellent company to deal with & is a leader in the field. The Kerryman knows this from first-hand experience having recently received as excellent service in terms of design & user interaction.


Geraldine Brosnan, The Kerryman.









“

Avalanche worked on my site & guided me through the process of getting a website up & running from scratch. I needed assistance with logo design, SEO & more. Prompt in responding to queries. Would definitely recommend to anyone.


Stephen Kelly, Ability Focus.









“

I have never worked with a business who are so on top of their time management, efficiency in the way they retrieve content & the delivery of such an excellent product. I chose Avalanche for a reason & I did not regret it, a fantastic service.


Alan Coffey, Nutriking.









“

Impressive from start to finish! What we liked most about Avalanche was their friendliness & professional manner in dealing with all enquiries. They never made us feel stupid for asking questions & were very patient.


Mark Murphy, Dingle Cookery School.









“

We are delighted that we chose Avalanche to create our website. We had very specific requirements & complexities to our businesses. The service has been top notch & the continued support is so professional, prompt & the highest standard.


Louise Kleu McEvoy, Aloha House.









“

Down Syndrome Kerry are very impressed with the work completed by Aidan in Avalanche Designs. His expertise and professionalism is second to none. Our website has been completely overhauled and redesigned to a very high spec.


Catherine Doyle, Down Syndrome Ireland.









“

What originally attracted me to Avalanche designs was the ratings and reviews, after discussions and proposals from three alternative designers we knew we had the one almost immediately. The response and input from day 1 give us massive comfort as a start up that our project was safe in the right hands.


Josie Harty, Homease.









“

Avalanche provided SEO services & a facelift to the back-end of the Southern Scientific Services website over a very quick time period. It was always easy to contact them & any changes we wanted were done in a timely & professional manner.


Luke Murphy, Southern Scientific Services.

















Latest news & articles

The Avalanche blog contains lots of different topics and we would love for you to drop in and take a look. We will be talking about loads of different things including technology trends, web design in Kerry/Ireland, gaming, sports, travel and pretty much what we get up to each month.












	 07 February, 2023




The Spiders
Small Agency of the Year 2024















	 08 January, 2024




Digital Trailblazer of the Year















	 14 December, 2023




London Design Award - UI

















Let's Get Started!

Get in touch.














About Avalanche


Avalanche develop extraordinary digital solutions for SME's & people in Ireland and all over the world. We have established ourselves as the go to firm for SME's all over the world. We also support several philanthropic cases, mess around online & if you follow us you know we don't take anything too seriously.. We would never get out alive!
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Contact Avalanche

	 Avalanche Designs, Ballyduff, Tralee, Kerry.
	085 843 0040
	[email protected]
	Avalanche policies
	Sign up to our newsletter!
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Stay weird.







































